Single-Molecule, Real-Time Dissecting of Peptide Nucleic Acid-DNA Duplexes with a Protein Nanopore Tweezer.
Peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are artificial, oligonucleotides analogues, where the sugar-phosphate backbone has been substituted with a peptide-like N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine backbone. Because of their inherent benefits, such as increased stability and enhanced binding affinity toward DNA or RNA substrates, PNAs are intensively studied and considered beneficial for the fields of materials and nanotechnology science. Herein, we designed cationic polypeptide-functionalized, 10-mer PNAs, and demonstrated the feasible detection of hybridization with short, complementary DNA substrates, following analytes interaction with the vestibule entry of an α-hemolysin (α-HL) nanopore. The opposite charged state at the polypeptide-functionalized PNA-DNA duplex extremities, facilitated unzipping of a captured duplex at the lumen entry of a voltage-biased nanopore, followed by monomers threading. These processes were resolvable and identifiable in real-time, from the temporal profile of the ionic current through a nanopore accompanying conformational changes of a single PNA-DNA duplex inside the α-HL nanopore. By employing a kinetic description within the discrete Markov chains theory, we proposed a minimalist kinetic model to successfully describe the electric force-induced strand separation in the duplex. The distinct interactions of the duplex at either end of the nanopore present powerful opportunities for introducing new generations of force-spectroscopy nanopore-based platforms, enabling from the same experiment duplex detection and assessment of interstrand base pairing energy.